When students complete a major, what should they know, understand, and be able to do?

This simple, straightforward, and sensible question rests at the heart of “Tuning,” a project in higher education that began in Europe in 2000 and has since spread to nations and regions around the world. Participants clarify the content students must know and the skills they must develop in a field of study in order to move successfully toward a degree and on to further education, careers, and civic life. Tuning’s focus rests on the quality and outcomes of the learning that take place in higher education. Wherever Tuning occurs, specialists in a discipline have an opportunity to frame a common language about their field, outline shared objectives, and discuss mutual concerns about the understanding and skills students develop in their studies. There is a “process” tied to Tuning. The project contains many steps. There are multiple meetings, consultations, and groups involved in the work. There is a body of information, data, and “metrics” to collect. Tuning takes place at multiple stages. But keep coming back to its informing question: what knowledge and skills do faculty discipline experts believe their students should carry out of a program of study? The inquiry brings us back to the heart and soul of our work, to a focus on learners and learning.

Dr. Anne Hyde of the University of Oklahoma has framed Tuning in this broad and reflective manner. Put aside, for a moment, the procedures of academic reform, the
vocabulary of new initiatives, and the “manuals” for institutional change. Hyde suggests that Tuning comes down to a basic conversation in a field of study, a discussion that scholars start by talking about the “disciplinary ideals [that] link us as historians and how we might best introduce those to our students.” Share thoughts on this issue, and Tuning has begun.

Another opening into Tuning emphasizes the complex – and urgent -- issues educators face across higher education. Dr. Gabrielle M. Spiegel of Johns Hopkins University, a former president of the American Historical Association, outlined the problem in a discerning 2008 essay. Her discussion of “A Triple ‘A’ Threat: Accountability, Assessment, Accreditation” raised a “caution that if we don't craft the instruments of assessment, then the state or federal government surely will.” Historians should be pro-active in defining their field of study, its core principles, and its profound value. If discipline experts step away from the task, those with no understanding of our field will do the job for us.

We can understand Tuning as an extension of an amicable, collegial conversation or as a response to high-stakes, external demands. Either way, the project helps historians take the lead in clarifying the work and contributions of our discipline and, as the accompanying articles demonstrate, respond in appropriate and meaningful ways to a wide variety of pressing concerns on campuses across the nation.

**Brief background:**

The economic integration of European nations undertaken since the 1950s was accompanied, in 1999, by an educational initiative, the “Bologna Process,” that also
aimed at greater continental unity. The project aimed to break down walls that divided European universities and rethink their approach to higher education: creating a European Higher Education Area; outlining comparable degree programs; drafting guidelines for quality assurance; facilitating student mobility and transfer; and connecting higher education to democratic principles, economic development, equitable participation, and lifelong learning.iii Universities responded to the Bologna Process in 2000 with “Tuning,” a process that focused on designing, operating, and evaluating degree programs aligned with Bologna objectives.iv

When European colleagues talk about the project, they identify a guiding principle: “Tuning of educational structures and programmes on the basis of diversity and autonomy.”v In other words, the Tuning process focuses on identifying points of reference, convergence, and common understanding about the competences and learning outcomes of different study areas. Tuning also seeks to develop reference points for common curricula at different degree levels. Its goal is to create connections among higher education institutions, not uniformity.

Tuning began with a handful of disciplines; now it covers over 74 subject areas. Tuning began in scores of European nations; now the process stretches around the globe with trials in Australia and China and continuing projects in Africa, Russia, Central Asia, Latin America, and Japan.

U.S. work on Tuning began in 2009. The Lumina Foundation sponsored state-based projects in Utah, Indiana, and Minnesota, followed by Kentucky and Texas. In 2011, a consortium of institutions (from the “Midwestern Higher Education Compact”) joined the Tuning group. Then, in 2012, Lumina launched the first Tuning project in the
world organized through a professional disciplinary society, the American Historical Association. The AHA has created a team of 1583 Tuning historians who currently work in over one hundred institutions across nearly forty states. The success of the AHA initiative led Lumina to extend Tuning to a second organization, the National Communication Association, in 2013. The voluntary, decentralized efforts of faculty engaged in Tuning have not only helped clarify the objectives of different disciplines. Colleagues have also worked to integrate Tuning with several other academic reform projects that involve the nature of post-secondary degrees, the transfer of academic credit, the movement of students from two-year to four-year institutions, the design of general education programs, and the completion rate for post-secondary students.

The Tuning process:

Tuning contains several core components that allow participants to explore a discipline or a program of study from a wide range of perspectives. While the initiative’s key elements have been at the heart of the work across the nation, their sequence and implementation vary considerably. The accompanying articles demonstrate the point. Tuning does not necessarily proceed in a straight, linear set of “steps.” Colleagues tend to follow different routes, reflecting the nature of their disciplines, the purposes of their institutions, the issues they face on their campuses, the characteristics of their students, and the patterns of teaching and learning embraced by their instructors. Tuning is a unified project that unfolds in a variety of ways.

The central component of Tuning involves the work of defining a discipline core. For many colleagues, this has been the “starting point” for Tuning discussions. At
first, many faculty have difficulty stepping back far enough from their daily responsibilities to reflect on the fundamental learning that takes place in their discipline. But this is the topic on which they have the most knowledge, the greatest familiarity, and the deepest passion. Fortunately, discipline experts do not need to begin the conversation with a blank sheet of paper. The American Historical Association – and Tuning historians around the world – have already provided broad outlines of the knowledge and skills that are central to our discipline, statements that different institutions should customize to meet their own particular needs.\textsuperscript{x}

A second component of Tuning calls for \textbf{mapping career pathways}. Participants record where students wind up after completing their major. The term “career” does not simply focus on jobs; it is also important to understand the track former students may take in further education. The “mapping” can begin with exit surveys of graduating students, information from an institution’s alumni office, messages shared on a social networking site, or follow-up emails from a department. Whatever the source, the information builds a body of evidence about the paths students take, helps guide advising for current students, clarifies a department’s promotional materials, assists the AHA in its own data collection on majors, and identifies the groups we need to speak with in the third component of Tuning.

That element involves \textbf{consulting with stakeholders}. Recognizing the range of functions higher education serves in a community, discussions with a variety of groups (including students, alumni, parents, employers, administrators, policymakers, and employers) can help faculty better comprehend the way others view and evaluate our activities. This is especially important for history; unlike a field such as biosystems
engineering, most people have a general sense of what we do and study. Well-planned, focus group discussions with stakeholders can help clarify the understanding and expectations others have of our work and, in turn, help us become more effective advocates for history programs.

All of these discussions lead to a fourth component of Tuning, **honing the discipline core**. The point is not simply to follow up on a history major or to learn how others perceive historical study. Faculty need to consider how their own sense of the discipline converges with (or diverges from) the perspectives of students, alumni, and the public. Their initial discipline core will likely undergo some thoughtful and appropriate revision.

The fifth component of Tuning calls for **implementing the discipline core**. The work may involve creating or redefining particular courses, altering class assignments, restructuring the curriculum, improving academic advising, expanding internship programs, or gathering meaningful data on student learning. It would not be surprising if faculty who are especially passionate about teaching launch into these activities after some initial department discussions. Jumping into the work so early does not complicate Tuning by “skipping” a step. Each faculty group in each institution will probably create its own way of arranging and ordering the different components of Tuning. In fact, the key guidebook to Tuning anticipates flexible, individualized approaches to the project, and has fittingly provided an appendix that offers “Variations on the Base Model.”

The practical difference Tuning makes in the work of “assessment”: 
The list of “A” terms that Gabrielle Spiegel referenced in her essay on “The Triple ‘A’ Threat” rankle educators because procedures for assessing programs of study have often been narrow and poorly conceived. Much of the work has been “top-down” in the form of orders from administrators to faculty. Often the reviews follow a single format with all disciplines responding to the same questions, assumptions, and procedures. The work commonly takes place within an institution, paying little attention to those who are not part of the faculty or administration. And the results of the studies are rarely shared with faculty (unless the review reveals major problems that need to be fixed).

The cumbersome, time-consuming, and seemingly pointless nature of past assessment work generates considerable frustration and resentment among faculty. But in a world where demands for accountability continue to expand, Tuning offers a reasonable alternative, providing a thoughtful -- and useful -- way to answer key questions about our educational work within disciplines:

• Tuning places faculty in charge of review, assessment, and evaluation. The project expresses confidence in the ability of discipline experts to explain the nature and significance of their work.

• The process is discipline-specific, rejecting the idea that there is a single, uniform model of analysis for all areas of study.

• Tuning takes faculty outside of their own department and expects that the work of assessment and evaluation will be conducted in collaboration with disciplinary colleagues at other institutions.
• Tuning calls for disciplinary discussions that include students, alumni, administrators, employers, and policy makers, not simply academics.

• Reports from Tuning must address a wide, public audience, not simply specialists, and explain the work of a discipline in clear and accessible language.

• And Tuning requires transparency in the way we outline what students should know, understand, and be able to do. Faculty need to reveal information about disciplines and learning that has too often remained concealed, to make the implicit explicit, and to demystify our areas of research and teaching.

None of these issues are easy to answer. But the questions deal with the choices and decisions faculty members make every day. The work of Tuning is not abstract or irrelevant but central to the tasks we face as educators.

Articles on Tuning:

Tuning is a conversation about disciplinary ideals. It helps frame a persuasive narrative about our discipline. And it provides a useful tool that addresses the kinds of structural, administrative, and professional questions we regularly encounter at our institutions. More precisely, Tuning provides a collection of functional tools; it’s the Swiss army knife of reform initiatives. One week, a department might use a Tuning “device” to prepare for an external review. The next week, materials prepared for Tuning could clarify history’s distinctive contributions to a college’s Gen Ed program. And the following month, Tuning might provide information to post on a web site helping students understand their educational and career choices.
The three articles in this section of *History Teacher* offer examples of the reflective and practical contributions Tuning can make in the daily work of historians. None of the issues addressed are obscure or atypical. All are critical to the operation and success of a history program. And each article demonstrates a different feature of the Tuning toolkit that provides concrete, practical assistance in the work of assessment, accreditation, accountability – and advocacy.

The essay from Dr. Sarah E. Shurts tackles one of the most pressing public issues in higher education today: helping our ever more diverse students transfer their earned credits effectively and successfully from two-year to four-year institutions. As Shurts explains, the goal is not simply to tally up credits and speed up the process of granting degrees. Instead, the core issue is to determine the learning that rests behind the numbers. What depth of knowledge and level of skills do students need to carry their success in an associate’s program through to a bachelor’s degree? The Tuning process helps in at least four ways: by creating a shared set of reference points about the core outcomes of historical study; by encouraging faculty at two- and four-year schools to align expectations about student competencies and capabilities; by recognizing that most history faculty have extensive teaching responsibilities in foundational, Gen Ed courses; and by building what Shurts thoughtfully identifies as “a sense of shared responsibility for student success.”

Dr. Elaine Carey and Tracey-Anne Cooper also address an issue to which many departments have had to respond: defining their distinctive contributions to the education provided by their institution. The work required something more than an interest in “best teaching practices.” Faculty needed to adopt a focused and systematic process for
evaluating their discipline’s importance and intrinsic value, an approach that addressed not only what an instructor brought into a course but, more importantly, what a student took out of a classroom. Tuning, as the authors argue, helped faculty develop “the skills to create effective goals, outcomes and assessment tools,” identifying the informing principles of the discipline, clear proficiency goals, and reliable demonstrations of student achievement. When the stakes were raised even further – with an institutional report that recommended eliminating history courses from the core curriculum – the Tuning process helped faculty make explicit their own implicit assumptions about the contributions of history to a broader, liberal arts education. Tuning provided a way to address the learning expected of all students, not only majors, outlining general competencies, not simply those that were subject-specific.

The interdisciplinary group of authors from the University of Missouri-Kansas City and Avila University pose a third intriguing question: what can faculty learn from working with stakeholders? The article details both the methods and the conclusions drawn from focus group discussions with history students and public history employers. Two sets of findings stand out in the research. First, by dividing students into separate groups -- of non-majors, majors, and the “historically curious” -- the authors gained a clear sense of the developmental nature of learning, a core pedagogical principle that should inform the work in Tuning in any discipline. Second, by opening discussions with those both inside and outside of the academy, the team recognized common sets of interests, particularly in the social, interpersonal, and collaborative forms of learning that history courses ought to address. As the authors report, stakeholder discussions are not a
marginal “add-on” to assessment but an essential means of crafting “sharper, clearer outcomes” in the Tuning process.

---
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